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Her alibi… Blinded in the line of duty, police officer Collin Cash received a transplant to regain his eyesight—and woke to a vision of murder. He alone knew that the beautiful woman accused of the crime was innocent—but who would believe he was an eyewitness? And Lover? Sydney Green had never met this man who knew more about her than a stranger should. But one look in his bedroom eyes, and she knew just where she wanted him. With a killer stalking her, Sydney had to accept
Collin's protection. His secrets would save her—if only she could resist the heat simmering in his strangely familiar eyes….
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Winning Her LoveKimani Press
Time for Love
Hidden Currents
Volume One: Sisters of Aphrodite
The Greek's Billion-Dollar Baby
Pounding music. Sculpted men. And a conspiracy that could cost far more than a few dollar bills . . . HOT COP Detective Blake Knight has been undercover before. But an assignment to bust a steroid ring running out of Dallas's elite male strip club means his new cover will be nothing but his own taut muscles and oiled skin. It's one thing for the tough, by-the-books agent to take down bad guys with his gun. Facing a rowdy crowd in only a Gstring is another story . . . especially in front of his new boss, gorgeous, mysterious Reese Landon. Her father's club and shady business practices bring back terrible memories for Reese. But when he's shot and goes into a coma, she vows to protect him the way he never did for her. That means keeping the police at a distance--especially sexy, driven Detective Knight. If she has to give him a cover job, it would be a crime not to put that
glorious ass on stage. But no matter how good he looks in a Velcro uniform, she can't trust him, or give into the undeniable heat between them. They're both chasing the truth. And it might expose more than either wants to show . . .
Welcome back to Leo's supper club, where seduction is always on the menu . . . Rochelle Alers, "Love Lessons" Tyrell Hardcastle is knocked off his feet when he meets a local high school teacher. Now all he has to do is overcome her objections to him being the "younger man". Donna Hill, "Lady in Waiting" Noah Hardcastle is engaged to beautiful Tara Mitchell. However, their relationship is threatened when Noah's first love Rachel, returns to
D.C. to prove to him that he is all she ever really wanted. Brenda Jackson, "Irresistible Attraction" Sydney Corbain never forgot her explosive encounter with Tyrone Hardcastle at her brother's wedding. So when she runs into him in New York City on business, they both see this as an opportunity to explore their undenaible attraction. Francis Ray, "Blind Date" Ayanna Hardcastle pretends that she is dating wealthy businessman Tanner
Rafferty, in order to get her matchmaking friend off her back. But, she never imagined that Tanner Rafferty would show up to collect on that claim!
The story is narrated by the daughter of two of the principal characters during an atypical speech she makes at her wedding reception. It commences in England in 1950. James Marchant is the five year old son of the Earl and Countess of Wye. His mother is already seeking his future wife, the next countess. Emily Wilkinson is also five years old, a blacksmiths daughter. She saves James life when he is attacked by a pervert. Toddlers James
and Emily now consider themselves betrothed. Years later, James becomes an officer in the Royal Marines. Emily qualifies as a lawyer. She is also involved with the London police and an NYC magazine. Lady Philippa Marchant is James sister. The countess also has stratagems for Philippas future husband. Philippa wishes to become a doctor and like Daniel has received regular visits from a mysterious luminescent entity since a small child.
Daniel Gibson. The son of a Northumbrian farmer who possesses great strength and intellect. He accepts a commission in the Royal Marines where he meets James. They are deployed together overseas. Kelly Aresti is a physician who lives in a parallel universe. She is Philippas doppelganger and with the help of her lover travels to other dimensions. The Miasmic Mist is an eclectic tale on several levels which gradually unfold to show how the
lives of these apparently disparate characters eventually become intertwined. The main plot is set in 1960s United Kingdom, a parallel universe UK, Aden and New York.
Love’s Pure Flame
Plays For The Poor Theatre
Irresistible Attraction
The Saliva Milkshake; Christie in Love; Heads; Skinny Spew; Gum and Goo

Four gorgeous Greek billionaires prepare to claim their unexpected heirs — and the women who ignite in them an all-consuming desire! From Clare Connelly, Pippa Roscoe, USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham and Julia James come four secret baby romances, filled with drama, secrets and searing passion… The Greek’s Billion-Dollar Baby by Clare ConnellyThe man with the iron will…meets
the woman who will change his life! Tragic loss has led outrageously wealthy Leonidas Stathakis to deny himself all pleasure. Until he meets innocent Hannah at a lavish party in Greece… That night, Leonidas breaks all his rules, indulging in red-hot oblivion—with inescapable consequences…! Claimed for the Greek’s Child by Pippa RoscoeThe billionaire is back…and he will legitimize his
secret heir! To secure his shock heir, Dimitri Kyriakou must make Anna his wife. But the only thing harder than convincing the mysterious beauty to be his convenient bride, is trying to ignore their red-hot attraction… The Greek Claims His Shock Heir by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham The billionaire’s discovered her secret… She’s had his son! Winnie is horrified when tycoon
Eros Nevrakis seeks to legitimize his hidden heir. Swept away to his Mediterranean villa, she’s overwhelmed by the fire still burning between them. But can she accept her new role — as his convenient wife…? The Greek’s Secret Son by Julia JamesHe’s proposed to protect her…but she has a surprise of her own! Years ago Anatole Kyrgiakis broke Tia’s heart. She horrified when the powerful
Greek sweeps back into her life demanding marriage. And despite her fierce craving, she won’t accept his demand! But as they’re bound by more than passion…dare Tia confess to the biggest secret of all? From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
Lady Azalais, daughter of a dead traitor whose lands are forfeit, whose mother is forced by King Henry II to wed the victorious and vicious Sir Hugo du Champ, is sent, in disguise, along with three falcons, first to her cousin in Parthenay, then to the court of Queen Eleanor in Poitiers. The man chosen by her mother to take the falcons and Azalais is the troubadour Sir Gervais du Quercy,
notorious throughout the Limousin, one of the many landless younger sons of the Occitan, who must live by his skills with sword and song. Azalais is irresistibly attracted to him and he too finds himself falling in love, but with Azalais’s beautiful cousin Argentine. Wound together first at the court at Poitiers in a life of love, intrigue, and tournaments of arms and poetry, entangled
by desire then separated by a war of rebellion, can true love triumph or will all be destroyed in Love’s Pure Flame?
What is a Bloke? What is a Bloke? This is the question that has occupied the greatest minds of the anthropological and sociological worlds for many years. Not in a literal sense, of course, at the base level, the definition of a Bloke is perfectly clear: a Bloke is a human male native to Australia, typically between 150 and 200 centimetres tall, frequently partial to beer and ventilated
footwear, who has built a mighty nation from the scraps of colonialism and inappropriate farming practices. That much is obvious. Writer and comedian Ben Pobjie examines the different types of Bloke in Australia today, giving the reader a unique and expert insight into Blokedom. What makes a Bloke tick? What do Blokes like to do? Where do they go? These questions and more are answered in
this hilarious and irreverent book.
Scenes from the City
Harvest of Illusion, a Spiritual Adventure
Editions 29th
Going Beyond Sexual Politics to the Heart of the Matter
These five short plays date from Brenton's early involvement in such 'shoestring' groups as Portable Theatre. They are deliberately intended for the 'poor theatre' - as relevant today as when they were first written - since each play requires a small cast and minimal set, yet yields maximum theatricality. Christie in Love, Gum and Goo, Heads and The Education of Skinny Spew, were all first staged in 1969. The Saliva Milkshake was first staged in 1975.
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE GREEK’S BILLION-DOLLAR BABY Crazy Rich Greek Weddings By Clare Connelly A tragic loss has led outrageously wealthy Leo to deny himself all pleasure. Until he meets innocent Hannah at a party in Greece… That night, Leonidas breaks all his rules, indulging in red-hot oblivion—with inescapable consequences…! A PASSIONATE REUNION IN FIJI Passion in
Paradise By Michelle Smart Workaholic billionaire Massimo has convinced his estranged wife Livia to accompany him to Fiji. Trapped in paradise, an explosive reunion is on the cards, but only if their passion can burn away their past… THE INNOCENT’S EMERGENCY WEDDING Conveniently Wed! By Natalie Anderson Katie can’t believe she’s asking notorious playboy, Alessandro, to marry her! It’s only temporary, but when Alessandro tests the boundaries of
their arrangement, untouched Katie finds herself awakened to unknown, but oh-so-tempting desire… DEMANDING HIS DESERT QUEEN Royal Brides for Desert Brothers By Annie West Desert Prince Karim needs a bride—and Queen Safiyah is the perfect choice. Yet the pain of their broken engagement years ago remains. Karim’s demands are simple: a convenient marriage for their country’s sake. Except Safiyah still fires his blood… Be sure to collect
Harlequin® Presents’ October 2019 Box Set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
28-year-old Alyx Marshall has never had a boyfriend, but it’s never been a problem until she falls for the wrong man. And there’s nothing more wrong than it actually, since Alyx’s lost her heart to her best friend’s husband. Desperate to kill her unwanted feelings, Alyx signs a pact with the devil, disguised on earth as Nathan Callis, an enigmatic Greek ex-model who also happens to be a billionaire in his own right. If anyone can make her forget the man
she should never have loved, it would be this too-perfect man who she’s always been dangerously attracted to. Sparks had flown the first time they met, but Alyx had made herself ignore it, knowing that men like Nathan were bad news. But things have changed. If he still wants her, she’s his for the taking…as long as he can promise to make Alyx forget the pain inside her heart. And he does. Oh, he does, but fool that she is, Alyx never imagined Nathan
would succeed by making her fall for him…even when his heart already belongs to someone else.
Escape with these Uplifting Secret Baby Romances
Claimed by The Greek Collection
Brandon's Bride
Coyote Moon
A celebration of filmmaking in New York surveys a range of landmark productions, from Breakfast at Tiffany's to Splash, discussing how the city's perpetually changing face has contributed to a particular school of film, in a lavishly photographed narrative that includes rare behind-the-scenes stills and commentary by such figures as Woody Allen, Francis Ford Coppola, and Martin Scorsese. 10,000 first printing.
"Harvest of Illusion, A Spiritual Adventure" is set late in the 21st century and assumes as true many types of paranormal experiences reported by millions of people. Through the vehicle of an exciting, action-packed adventure, it explains a belief system for the source and nature of spirituality, consciousness, and soul.
Quantity over quality: be careful what you wish for... BALI HOTEL & BRANDED RESIDENCES UPDATE is the Main Report for this edition. Created collaboration between Horwath htl and C9 Hotelworks Company Ltd. A must Read Report to rich your knowledge and prepare the strategic plan ahead. Start to read now here New Booking Platform is just launch this week. Traveliko is the name. It is specifically designed to promote fair, ethical, value-added travel while helping make the world a better place. Get to know the more here
And of course many great news as always ... see you for more soon..
My Greek Billionaire
Filmmaking in New York, 1966-2006
Harlequin Presents - October 2019 - Box Set 2 of 2
Billboard
Bay Point mayor Gregory Langston wants community activist Vanessa Miller to help run his re-election campaign. Their attraction is a potentially explosive one, as outside of the bedroom they are on opposite sides of a controversial issue, and the slightest scandal in the press could obliterate Gregory's chances of a second term.
HE'D BE SO NICE TO COME HOME TO… Sure, single mother Victoria Meese knew that the Lady Luck Ranch was just temporary quarters for rugged ex businessman Brandon Ferringer. But each night, sitting around the fire, she inevitably saw her handsome tenant in a warm, happily-ever-after light…. Though Brandon had come to town with only business on his mind, one look at his lovely landlady put him on another track altogether. But Victoria was the type of woman who deserved white-lace promises and picket fences. And
he was, after all, his father's son…wasn't he? MAXIMILLIAN'S CHILDREN: Two brothers and a sister search for the secrets of their father's past…and the love they never thought they'd find!
Payton has always been taunted by dreams so vivid and real that it haunted her waking days. Going in search for a place she belonged was the step she feared the most. But it turned out to be the easiest one of all. Her father was a werewolf, her mother a witch turned vampire. Before she knew it, she got involved in a world filled with magical, supernatural beings. Her journey toward the truth became even darker, filled with blood-filled rivers, hidden spells, and love so strong it consumed her. Caleb might be another vampire,
but he was also the one who loved her from the moment he saw her as a tiny baby. When death is the only way to keep on living, Paytons choice became a war worth fighting for. Immortality seemed to be a sweet victory.
I Can't Let Go
Crystal Falls
Lee Roy's Heaven

When Elle Drake, the telepathic youngest of seven sisters, fails to arrive in the coastal town of Sea Haven, Sheriff Jackson Deveau, who has loved Elle for years, must race against time to discover what has happened to her.
A Time Travel Romance In 1890, Josie Goodwin believes in love and isn’t about to marry for anything less—not even when her father demands she wed his business partner. After boarding a train to hide out at her brother’s ranch, she never expects to land in the future—or to fall for the aggravating, alluring town sheriff. Garrett Kellogg is not interested in love or a relationship. He doesn’t need a vivacious, time traveling woman in his bachelor life. But Josie steals his
heart—and then she vanishes
The author Big Bro. Earl Roberts like many others has been on a spiritual quest for understanding for many years. His new book (first novel) of spiritual fiction had been in the process of becoming for many years. Lee Roys Heaven is an attempt to convey to the masses the possibility of and necessity of people having more love and compassion in their lives. Perhaps, looking at some traditional religious doctrines in a whole new way and concluding that what we dont know
about Gods truth is just as important as that which we believe we do know. This story of the adventures of a young (deceased) dope-seller tripping through his after death existence forces the readers to contemplate their lives, true love, forgiveness, patience and tolerance for other human beings that we judge as evil, sick with sinful natures, or strangely different then ourselves.
Let's Get It On
The Book of Bloke
Alpha to Omega the Metaphysical Story of a Young Dopeman's After Life Journey
Against the Odds
A provocative, candid study of the romantic relationships between white women and black men offers a psychological explanation for the phenomenon, as well as analyzing the influence of the entertainment industry, exposing stereotypes, and assessing the global implications of black and white relationships.
From New York Times bestselling author Kat Martin’s comes another suspenseful story in the the Raines of Wind Canyon series! Sabrina Eckhart in on the hunt for hidden silver mine in the West Texas desert, which would solve all her financial. That is, if she can find it. The man with the skills she needs is private investigator Alex Justice—a former navy fighter pilot and a current pain in the neck. When mysterious
“accidents” start to plague their search, it seems Rina’s multi-acre inheritance might be more a curse than a blessing. But the vultures are circling, and if they don’t watch their backs, the relentless desert sun could be the last thing Rina and Alex ever see. “Kat Martin is a fast gun when it comes to storytelling, and I love her books.” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Linda Lael Miller Originally in 2013.
Carter Garrison vowed to love, honor and cherish his wife, Sienna, forsaking all others, something he forgot to do during a weekend of fun, bad company and poor judgement. Sienna Garrison never dreamed her college sweetheart, Carter, whom she pledged her life to, would break her heart and when he did, she moved out and moved on - or tried to. What better occasion is there than a friend’s wedding to stir up old
feelings and memories of love, intense passion and nights of sensual titillation. Gazes from across a room after almost two years apart revealed depths of love that had never died. Seeing Sienna again reminded Carter of what he’d lost and he vowed to never let go by doing whatever he could to get his wife back even if it included begging and pleading. Is Sienna ready to forgive and take a chance on life again with
the only man she’d ever really loved? When Carter brings on the charm and turns up the heat, no woman is immune, especially Sienna.
Rock and Roll Love
The Miasmic Mist
Hotelier Indonesia
Winning Her Love
Previously published in the anthology Some Like It Hot, Irresistible Attraction is now available as a standalone e-novella from New York Times bestselling author Brenda Jackson! Sydney Corbain never forgot her explosive encounter with Tyrone Hardcastle at her brother's wedding. So when she runs into him in New York City on business, they both see this as an opportunity to explore their undeniable attraction. But can a whirlwind of passion turn into long-lasting love?
The man with the iron will… Meets the woman who will change his life! All the money in the world couldn t save Leonidas from the pain̶and guilt̶of losing his loved ones. Since then, he s forbidden himself all pleasure in life. Until he meets enchanting innocent Hannah at a lavish party in Greece… Reeling from the discovery of her fiancé s infidelity, Hannah is determined to swear off men. But her instant chemistry with Leonidas is undeniable. And for one night, they break all their rules, indulging in red-hot oblivion̶with inescapably powerful
consequences…
While rookie Henry Spencer struggles to reconcile Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle with major league baseball, the eccentric residents of a trailer park wonder if Henry is the latest in a line of reincarnated spirits that can be traced back to Isaac New
Dangerous Moves
Her Eyewitness
Why Black Men Love White Women
When Misako comes to the U.S. as an exchange student from Japan, she is overwhelmed by all the differences—the people, the culture, the indigestion! But with the help of her kind host family and their daughter Natalie, she quickly acclimates to her American high school. Then one night, Natalie brings her to see a band and Misako meets Zak, the lead singer. Suddenly Misako's world is turned upside down. Zak is
gorgeous and his songs rock Misako to the core. She falls for him hard, but Zak is a girl magnet and much too flirtatious to trust as a boyfriend. So Misako suppresses her feelings and becomes his friend instead. But then Zak starts to give Misako mixed signals. Should she risk their friendship to tell him how she feels? Or will she end up hurting everyone she cares about? Based on the author’s own experience, this
is an exuberant and funny tale of all the ups and downs of first love.
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